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Abstract
Alecia Y. Jackson and Lisa A. Mazzei’s (2012) Thinking with Theory in Qualitative Research: Viewing
Data Across Multiple Perspectives introduces a methodological and philosophical process with prismatic
potential for analyzing data with and through theory. This book is a rich resource for qualitative educational
researchers looking for new methods to approach their research differently. Searching for a way to read,
think, research, and write with complex theory, the authors of this book review came together for a peer-led
doctoral reading group. Given our disparate disciplinary commitments, as well as our uncertainty as to how
to embark on such a task, our group coalesced around the approach offered in Thinking with Theory in
Qualitative Research: Viewing Data Across Multiple Perspectives. Jackson and Mazzei implicitly propose
the format of speed-dating theorists within their book, which we found ideal for our theoretically
promiscuous reading group. We offer a window into our speed-dating experiences through a creatively
flirty medium: dating service profiles. Like the profiles, the productivity of using Thinking with Theory as a
guide for promiscuous theoretical thinking, researching, and writing is not in its prescription, but rather, in
the emergence of different productions of knowledge that occur relationally.
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Speed-dating Theorists through Thinking with Theory
Searching for a way to read, think, research, and write with complex theory, the five authors of this book
review came together for a peer-led doctoral reading group at The University of British Columbia. Given
our disciplinary commitments in museum education; place-based education; gender, sexuality, and schools;
and Indigenous education–as well as our uncertainty as to how to embark on such a task–our group
coalesced around the approach offered by Alecia Y. Jackson and Lisa A. Mazzei (2012) in Thinking with
Theory in Qualitative Research: Viewing Data Across Multiple Perspectives (TWT). Jackson and Mazzei
implicitly propose speed-dating theorists,i a productive format that we describe in this review.
We found Thinking with Theory an ideal textual chaperone for our theoretically promiscuous reading
group. TWT structured our approach to speed-dating theorists through the selection of the six theorists
included in the book: Derrida, Spivak, Foucault, Butler, Deleuze, and Barad. Further, key concepts, or as
they are referred to in TWT, “schematic cues”, which these theorists advance, are introduced: Derrida and
deconstruction; Spivak and marginality; Foucault and power/ knowledge; Butler and performativity;
Deleuze and desire; and Barad and intra-action. Jackson and Mazzei also demonstrate what might be
produced when readers engage in thinking and researching with theory. The format of the book provides
suggestions for metaphorical first dates with the six theorists in the form of primary (see Deleuze &
Guattari, 1977/1983) and secondary text readings (see Colebrook, 2002). Recommendations are offered for
follow-up dates with scholars who have gone steady with the six theorists by putting their theories to work
in their respective qualitative research projects (see Jackson, 2004; Lenz-Taguchi, 2010; MacLure, 2009;
Mazzei, 2011), as well as recommendations from researchers who have called off long-term relationships
(see Tuck, 2010). In other words, Jackson and Mazzei suggest three layers of readings, including texts
written by the theorists, texts by other scholars who closely study these six theorists, and research
exemplars by scholars who use the theorists’ concepts in their research inquiries.
The book revolves around Jackson and Mazzei’s processes of reading what they call “data chunks” with
and through the work of the six theorists. Jackson and Mazzei focus on data chunks from interviews they
conducted with two first generation women in the academy, a category they trouble in the book through
their “thinking with theory” process. Jackson and Mazzei describe thinking with theory as a methodological
and philosophical process in which researchers analyze their data alongside theory in order to consider
“how knowledge is opened up and proliferated rather than foreclosed and simplified” (Jackson & Mazzei,
2012, p vii) in qualitative research. The authors’ explorations of “reading-the-data-while-thinking-thetheory”, which they describe “as a moment of plugging in, of entering the assemblage, of making new
connectives” (p. 4) illuminated for us how our own work could be shaped by the complexities of thinking
and researching with theory as we also entered into these theoretical relationships. Jackson and Mazzei
reveal the prismatic potential of thinking with theory through distinct, yet intertwined, workings of data
chunks, as well as thinking data through theory.
In this review, we offer a window into our own speed-dating experiences through a creatively flirty
medium: dating service profiles. In our imaginedii (acade)match.ca profiles below, we incorporate elements
you might find on a dating site. The profiles include a headshot,iii a description of some of the theorists’
scholarly interestsiv, and reviews by those who have dated the theorists. These profiles provide a playful
recap of our academic dates with the six theorists included in Thinking with Theory and the ways these
theories impact our educational scholarship and research. Like the profiles below, the generative value of
using TWT as a guide for promiscuous theoretical thinking, researching, and writing is in the emergence of
different productions of knowledge that occur relationally. As such, while there are traces of what these
fledgling relationships have done for us in the following profiles, this review is an invitation for you, the
reader, to think of what thinking with theory might do for you.
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What Thinking with Theory (Dis)Allows
Our speed-dating encounters guided by Thinking with Theory proved valuable, particularly since Jackson
and Mazzei introduce methods for keeping the spark alive by their encouragement to think in complex
ways about multi-faceted topics through challenging theories. We were fully persuaded to “go to each of
the theorists because they help us think something that we cannot think otherwise, or with anyone else”
(Jackson & Mazzei, 2012, p. 15). While the neologism of “thinking with theory” is nothing new as scholars
have been “thinking with” for years (e.g., Deleuze’s [1988] Foucault), the concept is nonetheless an
important and continued commitment to making explicit, transparent, and intentional the theories with
which we think.
One cautionary note, no reader should expect this book to be a comprehensive analysis of the writings of
the theorists included; rather, Thinking with Theory should be used as an entry point to one major scholarly
contribution from each of the six prolific thinkers. To fully realize the value of TWT, we advise that readers
follow the format suggested by Jackson and Mazzei, namely, to read primary texts, secondary texts, and
research exemplars along with TWT. Though TWT is a rich resource in itself, there could be multiple
volumes of dating guides taking up the subtleties of the six theorists’ concepts, additional concepts by these
theorists, as well as the theoretical work of other scholars. Furthermore, the relationships with theorists
fostered and encouraged by TWT, like with any relationship, require work. As Lather (2007) reminds us,
part of this scholarly work is to allow oneself to be vulnerable to theory or wounded by thought if one
wishes to think, and ultimately live, otherwise.
Jackson and Mazzei provide a methodological approach that nudges qualitative researchers out of habitual
patterns of data analysis through entertaining relationships with theory and theorists. Thinking with Theory
makes clear that this book is an entry point into a mode of thinking, researching, and analyzing that allows
scholars to research differently and that is always in motion. Therefore, when read as invited by the authors,
that is, an introduction to Jackson and Mazzei’s philosophical and methodological approach to engaging
productively with theory, Thinking with Theory guides the way to make a first move towards finding one’s
theoretical life-partner(s).
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Speed-dating theorists, or quickly working through major writings by theorists and related theoretical and
research texts in order to find a theoretical match, is a format also explored elsewhere by educational
researchers (e.g., Childers, Mazzei, Koro-Ljungberg, Daza, Jackson & Rosiek, 2012).
ii Our imagined profiles are just that–projections of how we think the theorists might fill in this information.
As this is a playful exercise, we are not attempting to represent or make coherent the theorists and their
theories by speaking as or about them; rather, we offer these profiles as situated moments of our own
thinking with these theorists, that is, taking up our own lines of thought prompted by these theorists’ ideas.
This counters, as Butler (2004) urges, the “ethical violence” that necessitates that one consider themself and
others coherent in every moment (p. 27).
iii
All images in the profiles were drawn by Marc Higgins.
iv
The terms “under erasure” in Derrida’s profile, and “binary” in Spivak’s profile are struck through in
order to indicate Derrida’s theoretical concepts of the trace and being under erasure, which is also used and
expanded upon by Spivak. Being under erasure indicates that despite attempts to theoretically move beyond
through ceasing the use of certain concepts, like a binary, those concepts still exist referentially through
traces, even when absent.
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